// Venafi Research Brief:
The Increased Urgency in Securing
Code Signing Processes

// Introduction
Most businesses, regardless of industry, have

manufacturer ASUS, found private code signing keys

become digital businesses. They are developing their

used to sign driver and software updates, inserted

own software for a myriad of uses—from a bank

malware into those updates and then signed the

that delivers a mobile app so that its customers

altered software updates using ASUS’ own code

can perform tasks once relegated to bank tellers

signing keys. These updates then were pushed

to a manufacturer that builds software that runs

out to approximately 1 million ASUS computers.3

robots assembling products on its factory floor. As a

Masquerading as authentic ASUS updates, this

result, organizations must take responsibility for the

malware was automatically installed on ASUS

software they produce. When a banking app doesn’t

computers, where it remained undiscovered for

work, no one blames the app—they blame the bank

months until an antimalware company found and

that supplied it. Now more than ever, any software

reported it.

a business produces is practically synonymous with
that business’s reputation.

The risk of malware cloaked in signed software
threatens to swell dramatically as more companies

Code signing is a critical security control that

build apps and services for internal use, external

provides software with a machine identity used to

customers and stakeholders. During the first quarter

verify its legitimacy. These credentials are in the form

of 2018, McAfee Labs discovered 664,000 new

of digital certificates and private keys, both of which

malicious binaries with valid code signing certificates

must be secured. Unfortunately, many organizations

attached, bringing the total number of malicious

lack the technology and processes needed to ensure

binaries that appeared to be signed by a trusted

these keys and certificates are, in fact, secure. A lack

publisher to more than 25 million.4 In 2019, security

of visibility and oversight leaves such organizations

news site Decipher reported that researchers

exposed to attacks by threat actors, who take

had identified more than 3,800 pieces of malware

advantage of the vulnerabilities of this valuable trust

authenticated with valid code signing certificates

mechanism to slip their malware into software that

over a one-year period from May 2018 to May 2019.5

appears to be legitimate.

Concerned about the urgency of this problem,

Because of the serious security risks associated

Venafi sponsored a Dimensional Research study in

with code signing, it increasingly is gaining the

June 2019 to analyze the responses of 320 security

attention of InfoSec teams and cybercriminals alike.

professionals from the U.S., Canada and Europe on

Since the first known instance of digitally signed

code signing security practices. The most startling

malware in 2003,1 a plethora of threat actors have

finding of this research is that even though more

successfully carried out digital software supply

than half (52 percent) of respondents say they are

chain attacks by exploiting vulnerabilities in the

concerned that cybercriminals are using forged

code signing process to compromise the security of

or stolen code signing certificates to breach the

seemingly valid applications, firmware updates and

security of their organizations, only 29 percent

web services.

consistently enforce code signing security policies

Arguably, the most famous incident took place in

and procedures.

2010, when the combined security forces of the

The data collected from this study uncovered four

United States and Israel hijacked valid code signing

primary challenges that keep organizations from

certificates and private keys from a service provider

effectively protecting their code signing processes.

to sabotage Iran’s nuclear program with Stuxnet

The challenges are detailed in the following sections.

malware.2 More recently in 2019, cybercriminals
broke into the Live Update Server of computer
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// Challenge No. 1: Policies and Ownership Not Clearly
Defined or Difficult to Enforce
Do you have a deﬁned process to ensure the security of your
code signing private keys?

29%

Yes, and it is consistently enforced

30%

Yes, but it is not consistently enforced

27%

No, but we are working on it

14%

No, and we have no plans to have one

The results of the study show that only 29 percent
of respondents have defined policies in place and
ensure the security of code signing private keys
are consistently enforced. Another 30 percent of
respondents have policies in place to secure code
signing processes, but, unlike the previous group,
those policies are not consistently enforced.
In addition, 27 percent of respondents currently are
developing secure code signing policies, while the
remaining 14 percent do not have plans to develop
or implement code signing security policies. These 14
percent of respondents don’t necessarily believe code
signing isn’t important; however, the actions of the
other 86 percent, regardless of their levels of success,

Defining Code Signing Policies in Europe
Only 14 percent of European respondents have
consistently enforced code signing policies in
place. This result is peculiar at best, given that in
2018 the European Union (EU) began enforcement
of its General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which is specifically designed to protect private
data. The number of restrictions in place and the
specter of heavy penalties for those that do not
comply would seem to be enough motivation to
harden security around code signing processes.
However, one obstacle may be that doing so can
scuttle developer productivity and timely delivery
of code.

do indicate that securing code signing processes is
something important enough to address.
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Do you have a deﬁned process to ensure the security of your
code signing private keys?

Yes, and it is consistently enforced

33%
14%
27%

Yes, but it is not consistently enforced

38%
26%

No, but we are working on it

No, and we have no plans to have one

■ North America

32%
15%
16%
■ Europe

Why Protecting Code Signing Processes

processes in the way developers do for so many

Is Challenging

other aspects of code development.

Several reasons may be inferred about why

For example, if the approval process is not

protecting code signing processes appears to be

automated, the software development process

such an intractable problem. The fact that 57 percent

can grind to a halt, causing developers to find

of respondents are trying either to develop or

code signing workarounds that may not comply

consistently enforce such policies may be due to new

with policy. The only way to ensure adherence to

complexities brought about by digital transformation.

code signing policies without slowing development

To compound matters, companies that have code

teams is to deploy automated code signing

signing policies in place may lack the ability to enforce

processes and workflows.

it in a predictable way because they lack the solutions
needed to make this a more frictionless process.

To complicate matters, code signing procedures can

Moreover, continued siloed organizational structures

requires such protection, including:

are becoming more problematic as organizations

vary depending on the development project that

adopt faster, agile processes. Many of these

• Type of software project

companies—particularly older, more established

• Software tools used to sign code

ones where silos worked fine for decades—still
struggle to adapt to the reality that silos can,
and do, cause problems because of the lack of
communication between departments such as
InfoSec and developers. As a result, InfoSec teams
don’t know or understand what development
teams are doing. Similarly, development teams
suspect InfoSec fails to understand the urgency of

• Types of code signing certificates used
• The approval process for using
code signing certificates
Until recently, however, tools that would automate
processes and provide project-specific capabilities
haven’t been available to organizations.

their work—otherwise InfoSec would provide tools
and processes to automate code signing security
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// Challenge No. 2: Organizations Lack Visibility into
Code Signing Keys
How many code signing certiﬁcates does your organization use?

10%

More
than 50

8%

None

16%

21 to 50

43%

10 or less

23%

11 to 20

When asked to estimate the number of code

In addition, it may suggest that InfoSec teams do not

signing certificates being used in their organizations,

track or have the ability to track internally generated

51 percent of respondents said 10 or fewer, 23

certificates that are often used by development

percent said between 11 and 20, 16 percent said

teams for QA and testing purposes. To protect

between 21 and 50, and 10 percent said 50 or more.

the business, InfoSec teams need enterprisewide

The more certificates in use, the more organizations
face increased difficulty obtaining the complete

visibility into all code signing certificates in use, not
just those used for publicly signed code.

visibility needed to track and manage them. With

The intelligence about code signing certificates must

almost half of respondents (49 percent) having

include information on all code that has been signed,

over 10 code signing certificates, these results may

when it was signed, who signed it, who approved the

suggest a lack of visibility into the use and location of

use of the certificate and which tools were used to

these code signing certificates enterprisewide. When

perform the signing. For most organizations, many of

too many certificates are untracked or unmanaged,

these important elements are left unmanaged and

InfoSec teams are at a disadvantage against threat

untracked.

actors who seek to steal legitimate code signing
keys. Not having this information means that
discovering—let alone remediating—a breach that
resulted from a seemingly legitimate code signing
certificate is difficult, if not impossible.
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// Challenge No. 3: Inability to Attribute Ownership to
Private Keys Used for Code Signing Certificates
In your organization, who is responsible for managing code signing private keys?

38%

43%

Both Information
Security and
Development

Information
Security

19%

Development

Another reason for the disconnect between

attendant responsibilities makes finding a workable

InfoSec and development teams may stem from a

situation more complex, particularly when

lack of clarity about which teams are responsible

relationships between InfoSec and development

for securing code signing processes. According

teams often are distant.

to respondents, InfoSec teams are responsible
for code signing processes in a plurality of
organizations with 43 percent, while development
teams are responsible for 19 percent. However, in
38 percent of organizations, both teams in some
form are responsible for code signing security. Joint
ownership, especially when combined with a lack of
clear standards, is much more likely to increase code
signing security risks than to decrease them.
Moreover, the variety of software projects and

When there isn’t a consensus over responsibility
and ownership, it’s hard to establish—let alone
enforce—code signing approvals and workflow
processes. But this current lack of consensus, to
date, may prove to be a good thing in the long
run, because it forces all stakeholders involved
in securing code signing processes now to seek
out new approaches to protect code signing
more effectively with significantly less friction for
everyone involved.

stages of software development may require
disparate code signing processes, making consistent,
yet stage-specific, policy enforcement difficult.
This lack of clarity in delegating ownership and
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// Challenge No. 4: Continued Growth of Code Signing
Certificate Usage
Do you expect your usage of code signing certiﬁcates to grow in the next year?

22%

Yes, signiﬁcantly

53%

Yes, slightly

25%

No

Despite other variations throughout this study,

than 80 percent of respondents at companies with

respondents appear united on one point: Usage

at least 1,000 employees agreeing on this prediction.

of code signing certificates is expected to grow

Moreover, the data shows that by region 82 percent

significantly over the next year. Across all regions and

of European respondents believe the number of

company sizes, exactly three-quarters of respondents

certificates will grow over the next year—in contrast to

agree on this point. The percentage becomes greater

North American respondents, where a comparatively

when viewing the data by company size, with more

modest 70 percent concur on this point.

Do you expect your usage of code signing certiﬁcates to grow in the next year?

60%
50%
37%
15%

45%
35%

24%

Yes, signiﬁcantly
■ 100 - 1,000

16% 18%

Yes, slightly
■ 1,000 - 5,000

No
■ More than 5,000
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Do you expect your usage of code signing certiﬁcates to grow in the next year?

50%
20%

58%
30%

24%

18%

Yes, signiﬁcantly

Yes, slightly
■ North America

No
■ Europe

Given the increasing importance and expanded usage

Finding a code signing solution that works with

of these critical security assets, organizations must

DevOps and Agile processes and allows InfoSec

find effective solutions that cater both to InfoSec and

teams to improve security while reducing friction

development teams. InfoSec needs visibility into and

for developers is an ideal outcome that has the

intelligence on the state of code signing processes to

potential to make your business safer and more

ensure their organizations stay secure and manage

productive.

risk, while developers need automation baked into
these processes and toolsets so that their ability to
create and improve code isn’t hampered.
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What Is Code Signing?

Trusted by:

Code signing is a process by which a software
file—such as a program, driver, firmware,
container, mobile app or even a script—is
digitally signed to show that it comes from an
identifiable source and has not been altered
since it was signed. Three items are required
in a code signing operation:

 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Health Insurers
5
5 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Airlines
3 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Retailers
4 OF THE 5 Top U.S. Banks
4 OF THE 5 Top U.K. Banks
4 OF THE 5 Top S. African Banks
4 OF THE 5 Top AU Banks
3 OF THE 5 Top Accounting/Consulting Firms
4 OF THE 5 Top Payment Card Issuers

• The code being signed
• A code signing certificate that a certificate
authority (CA) has previously issued
• A private code signing key used for encryption
To protect the integrity of the code signing
process, the private key must be protected
at all costs. Otherwise, anyone with access
to this key could sign any software to make it
look like it came from the business that owns
the certificate.
How Does Code Get Signed?
Code signing usually occurs as the final step of
a develop/build/debug/test cycle for software.
It is usually performed using a tool provided
by the software development environment
that developers use to create their software.
As a result, software developers usually are
responsible for handling this process.
Code Signing Security Risks
There are three important security implications
that are affected by the code signing process.
First, because enterprises develop a wide
range of software, developers typically
use many different types of development
environments, each of which may need
different types of code signing tools.
Second, software development organizations
tend to be large and are often distributed
across offices, countries and even continents.
Therefore, InfoSec teams rarely have visibility
into all of the code being signed.
Finally, software development organizations
focus on getting software released quickly and
tend not to dwell on the security and protection
of their private code signing keys. This is
contrary to the mission of the InfoSec team,
which is tasked with protecting the company’s
information, including private code signing keys.
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About Venafi
Venafi is the cybersecurity market leader
in Machine Identity Protection, securing the
cryptographic keys and digital certificates
on which every business and government
depends to deliver safe machine-to-machine
communication. Organizations use Venafi
key and certificate security to protect
communications, commerce, critical systems
and data, and mobile and user access.
To learn more, visit www.venafi.com
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